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Louis Vuitton 

"Temple of Luxury Goods"

Besides the classical pieces of leather goods, in this high end store you

can find the latest ready to wear collections designed by world renowned

Marc Jacobs. In this temple of luxury, you will also find shoes, jewelry,

timepieces and accessories like scarves and eye-wear. All the pieces are

hand-made by extraordinary craftsmen.

 +33 4 7842 8096  fr.louisvuitton.com/fra-

fr/magasin/france/louis-vuitton-lyon

 94 Rue du Président Edouard Herriot,

Lyon

 by Christian Guthier   

Agatha 

"Original & Trendy Costume Jewelry"

Agatha designs costume jewelry and all other kinds at a reasonable price.

They have bracelets and rings (adjustable to your size), earrings (both

piercing and clips), necklaces, watches, brooches and pendants. The

pieces come in various colors and original shapes and are made from

silver or metal with rhinestones, onyx, turquoise or pearls. You will also

find some trendy pieces in plastic or leather.

 +33 4 7892 9026  www.agatha.fr/agatha-paris-lyon-

zola.html

 4 Rue Emile Zola, Lyon

 by Markus Spiske on 

Unsplash   

Cresus 

"Vintage Watches & Jewelery"

The Cresus boutique is a jewel box of 200 square meters (2153 square

feet) dedicated to the world of Swiss watches (and stopwatches and

pocket watches), and to vintage and contemporary creations of the great

French jewelers. Certain patrons are captivated by the unusual aesthetics

of vintage works, others by a second-hand watch; a splendid gift to

combine passion and intellect. The jewelry and watches are shipped free

throughout the European Union.

 +33 4 7842 7215  www.cresus.fr/  lyon@cresus.fr  29 Rue Gasparin, Lyon

 by AgGio   

Korloff 

"Diamonds Are Forever"

At Korloff, you'll find a fancy collection of jewelry, including some of the

latest designs by Daniel Paillasseur. Found here are ornaments made by

some of best diamond cutters, with pieces of high quality rocks. Also

available are sets for special occasions, as well as customized luxury

accessories. Besides jewelry, you can also find timepieces, luxury

accessories and a couture collection. So pamper yourself with the best

designs only at Korloff.

 +33 4 7817 3940  www.korloff.fr/  32 Avenue du Maréchal Foch, Lyon
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